Abstract Research policy makers, funding agencies, universities and government organizations evaluate research output or impact based on the traditional citation count, peer review, h-index and journal impact factors. These impact measures also known as bibliometric indicators are limited to the academic community and cannot provide the broad perspective of research impact in public, government or business. The understanding that scholarly impact outside scientific and academic sphere has given rise to an area of scientometrics called alternative metrics or ''altmetrics.'' Moreover, researchers in this area incline to center around gauging scientific activity via social media, namely Twitter. However, these count-based measurements of impact are sensitive to gaming as they lack concrete references to the primary source. In this work, we expand a conventional citation graph to a heterogeneous graph of publications, scientists, venues, organizations based on more reliable social media sources such as mainstream news and weblogs. Our method is composed of two components: the first one is combining the bibliometric data with social media data like blogs and mainstream news. The second component investigates how standard graph-based metrics can be applied to a heterogeneous graph to predict the academic impact. Our result showed moderate correlations and positive associations between the computed graphbased metrics with academic impact and also reasonably predict the academic impact of researchers.
Introduction
This paper extends our previous work on prediction of academic impact from mainstream news and weblogs (Timilsina et al. 2016) . The main distinction of the method described in this paper from the preceding work can be found in three facets. The first is the how we extracted the names of the scientist mentioned in a social media and disambiguate them. The second is our experiment about predicting absolute h-index using different graph-based influence metrics. The third facet is how to categorize the scientist on the basis of social versus academic presence.
Traditional impact indicators such as citation counts, h-index and journal impact factor (Moed 2006; Thelwall 2008 ) are restricted to the academic community and they do not capture the wider socioeconomic research impact, i.e, impact at the general public, government or business levels. In recent times, some academics have become increasingly dissatisfied with the use of traditional bibliometric indicators arguing that the traditional measures of scientific impact are too slow to accurately capture scientific output in the modern information age (McFedries 2012) .
This aforementioned limitation of traditional metrics led to the expansion of novel, alternative measures of scientific impact-Altmetrics (Neylon and Wu 2009; Aguinis et al. 2012; Priem et al. 2012a) . Altmetrics is the blend of (a) alternative data sources and (b) metrics derived from these sources. The combined attributes attempt to use the web as a platform from which to investigate and measure the extent to which scientific work finds its way to nonacademic audiences. Therefore, most of these metrics involve measuring web-based activity surrounding scientific articles, authors and institutions.
The Impact of scientists in bibliometrics is traditionally measured using the h-index score. The h-index score for a scientist is defined by having h publications which have been cited at least h times. A high impact scientist is therefore highly cited by an academic community. With the advent of the Web, the discourse surrounding scientific work has moved from purely academic domains to wider areas of discourse. In this scenario, there is a need to measure the broad impact of scholarly resources outside the scientific community. The current trend of measuring the impact of scholarly activity in social media is based on a count of bookmarks, blog posts, views, tweets, likes, shares, etc. A count metric is typically considered as a measure of influence by the scientific article or scientist in social media but this is misleading because it is difficult to prove that any publication or scientist receiving 1000 tweets or likes implies that it is highly influential. The reason is count can be gamed or the publication has catchy or funny headlines. The activity in social media like Facebook or Twitter is neutral, mere pointers to research than comments or discussion (Taylor 2013; Colquhoun and Plested 2014) . In order to address this apparent weakness in social media, we chose to use lengthier documents, for example, blogs and mainstream news references. We suggest that when a researcher, institute or publication work is mentioned or linked in such media, then they are more likely to be impactful in a social context, and gaining value in their field. Similarly, a mention in the non-scholarly literature like mainstream news and blogs will bring more attention to this research output than other forms of social media (Evans 2015; Kwok 2013) . Due to this, we propose an approach to measure the impact of scientists in the nonscholarly literature as a means to measure their social impact and to predict the academic impact.
The remainder of this article is framed as follows: In Sect. 2 we review related work concerning graph-based influence metrics of scientific literature and scientist in citations and co-authorship networks. In Sect. 3 we describe our dataset and provide details of how we construct our heterogeneous graph of social media and scientists. We also implemented different centrality metrics to assess the influence of scientist in a heterogeneous network and performed the correlation significance test between the computed graph-based metrics and h-index of the scientist. We obtain candidate measures which are the basis for our prediction method described in Sect. 3. We outline and clarify our findings and discuss their implications and future work in Sect. 4.
Related work
The traditional measure of scientific publications is based on the citation counts proposed by Garfield et al. (1972) . A higher number of citations of scientific publications garners attention in the scientific community because it indicates importance. In the context of citation graphs of scientific publications, Google's PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page 2012) deployed in a citation network brought insight to measure the research impact of scientific publications. Bollen et al. (Wang et al. 2013) implemented the PageRank algorithm to rank the scientific publications in a temporal network. The algorithm is also applied on the coauthor network (Ding et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2005) to rank the influential scientist. Article Influence Score (Bergstrom et al. 2008; Bergstrom 2007 ), a metric inspired from PageRank to measure journals total importance to the scientific community.
The graph theory approach provides a solid foundation for ranking scientific publication and scientists in the context of a homogeneous network for example network of citations between publications. In the case of ranking network entities in a heterogeneous network, these metrics are not useful. Zhou et al. (2007) came up with the heterogeneous network approach to computing the impact of researchers and publications using different kinds of networks, for example, the social network of authors, citation network of publications and authorship network connecting the publications and authors network. This model provides a co-ranking of articles and authors. The problem with coranking model was it ranked publications based on its previous popularity, so the recent publications always receive lower scores and thus it was not useful to predict the influence of latest publications. Sayyadi (2009) proposed a FutureRank algorithm which combined the information about citations, publication time and authors to rank the scientific articles by predicting the future ranking. Both Zhou and Sayyadi (Sayyadi and Getoor 2009; Zhou et al. 2007) did not clarify whether their method can be extended to rank other academic entities such as institutions and scientific venues. Their methods were limited to the only citation, co-authorship, and author network did not clearly mention whether such network can integrate with other kinds of the network for example academic organizational network and measure their impact. Sarigol et al. (2014) studied the centrality of scientific authors in a co-authorship network and use the computed metrics to predict the citations of their publications. Their study focused solely on the computer science research domain; hence, we must take into account that a co-authorship network may vary from discipline to discipline. Furthermore, scientific reputation plays an important role for the scientist in his or her publication's citation rate.
Social media has provided an instantaneous means to disseminate scientific work and has enabled researchers to contribute to the building of research communities (Soto 2016; O'Brien 2016) . Li and Gillet (2013) explored the measure of scholars influence in academic social media platforms, considering both the academic and social impact. Mendeley 1 data were used and network centrality metrics were applied to measure the social influence. They reported that those scholars with high academic impact are not necessarily influential from the social point of view. This study was only conducted in Mendeley data so it might not comprehensively reflect scholars influence only accounting single social media (Mohammadi et al. 2015) .
In the context of academic social media Hoffmann et al. (2014) introduced Impact Factor 2.0 to measure an impact of researchers. The social network of Swiss management scholars on ResearchGate 2 was analyzed using network centrality measures. They reported significant correlations between computed social network metrics such as eigenvector centrality, indegree, and closeness centrality with h-index a traditional bibliometric measure. The caveat of their study is the small sample size of only 45 researchers and that the data were only sourced from the ResearchGate. The findings of their studies could be biased because researchers use multiple social networks (Gruzd and Goertzen 2013) such as Twitter, Facebook, Mendeley and Blogs,. Acuna et al. (2012) attempted to predict h-index of neuroscientists from the features extracted from their CV using regression equations. The important finding of their approach is the academic CV, the reason for that feature extracted from CV can be used as alternative data source to predict the impact of neuroscientists. Ringelhan et al. (2015) studied unpublished scientific articles receiving likes in Facebook as an early indicator to predict the impact of scientific work. A common issue with using social networks is that the scientific community may not consider Facebook likes, Twitter tweets/retweets as legitimate sources because they can be manipulated or gamed (Hammarfelt et al. 2016 ).
Most of the prediction analysis have been performed on the bibliometric data sets (Acuna et al. 2012; Mazloumian 2012; Zhu et al. 2015) but few of the initiative was taken to predict the scientific impact using social media data (Eysenbach 2011; Ringelhan et al. 2015) . In this work, however, we focus on blogs and mainstream news because these media bring attention to research output than any other social media (Support 2015) . To the best of our knowledge, there is no such integrated heterogeneous graph-based approach between bibliometrics data with social data such as blogs, mainstream news to measure and predict the academic impacts.
Methodology
We investigated three research questions, aiming to measure the academic impacts in social media like blogs and mainstream news. First, we examined whether we can integrate bibliometric data to social media data to create a heterogeneous network. Second, we investigated the centrality metrics of a scientist in such network. Third, we explored how centrality metrics can predict the academic impact. We start with describing the first research question.
Can we integrate the blogs and mainstream news with Bibliometric data?
To answer the first research question we performed the following steps:
1. Collection of data We began with the social media data. Our data are Spinn3r 3 data which is a crawl of the blogosphere for the time period of 2010 November-2011 July. The data are stored in a distributed file system and have eight publisher types: memetracker, forum, microblog, review, classified, mainstream news, weblog and social media. We extracted only weblogs and mainstream news from this distributed file using Java Spinn3r API 4 and the collected data are stored in a MongoDb 5 database which stores the data as JSON 6 documents. We indexed extracted data using Solr 7 for quick search of the topic of interest. For the bibliometric data, we used SCOPUS 8 , one of the largest bibliographic database which contains the citations of peer-reviewed literature: scientific journals, books, and conference proceedings. We used the Elsevier SCOPUS API 9 to extract metadata of publications such as citations, authors, publication venue, and organizations. The extracted data are in JSON format and are indexed. 2. Search of a candidate topic In order to find out the connectivity between the two types of data sources, we restricted our focus on a topic that has received a lot of public attention in the time window of our social media index (Nov 2010-July 2011). We used Wikipedia 10 to research prominent news events recorded in that period. This suggested one public health topic was particularly newsworthy: The emergence of a virulent strain of Avian Influenza. An examination of query trends in the Google search engine suggests bursts in Web user interest in these topics in the analysis period as shown in Fig. 1 . We created a focused subset of the data by extracting from the Spinn3r and SCOPUS data sources only the content related to our focus topic. To do so, we issued queries over our collections and extracted the content items mentioning the synonymous phrases that all refer to avian flu: ''bird flu'', ''avian influenza'', ''H5N1'', ''avian flu'', ''fowl plague'', ''grippe aviaire''. This dataset restriction has brought our experimental data to a manageable size, making it ideal for preliminary analysis and experiments. We collected 259,149 JSON documents from a Spinn3r dataset and 37,081 scientific publications from SCOPUS dataset. 3. Construction of graph data model We took the same graph data model from our previous work (Timilsina et al. 2016) . This model used the conceptual model of graph data from the system architecture of Targeted Elsevier Project at Insight Centre for Data Analytics 11 which consists of seven different types of node entities and five different types of relationships entities. Figure. 2 shows the graph data model used for storing the data and for analysis: The definition of each node and relationship is shown in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. In order to store the information of nodes and relationships we used the Neo4J 12 graph database. Neo4J was chosen as it is a free and open source graph database and has APIs for most of the popular programming languages like Java, Python. We used the Neo4j Python API called py2neo 13 to construct the graph.
Data integration and scientist identification
To identify the mentions of scientists within Spinn3r content data, we took a hybrid knowledge/learningbased approach by combining an existing supervised approach with handcrafted extraction rules at the postprocessing stage. We then developed a pipeline using General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) (Cunningham 2002 ) that used a combination of ANNIE Named Entity Recogniser(NER) and Stanford NER (Finkel et al. 2005 ) to identify person names. We crafted custom JAPE grammar rules to annotate mentions prioritizing certain ANNIE annotations over Stanford NER annotations for Person Names containing punctuation (i.e., Dr J. Smith) as these were problematic for the Stanford classifier. In addition, the extract rules took advantage of additional linguistic context such as whether the mention of the scientist was contained in a quotation, i.e., Dr M. Knight says ''...''. These preferences were set according to the manual observation of results from these two. JAPE (Java Annotations Pattern Engine) is a pattern matching language over features and annotations implemented as a cascade of finite-state transducers (Cunningham et al. 2000) . We ran our pipeline (Khawaja et al. 2015) over the contents of Spinn3r data and identified person names within our corpus. We prepared a list of scientist names in parallel from SCOPUS and indexed them using Lucene 14 . SCOPUS provided multiple possible variants of how scientist names are mentioned in the literature. We then used MongeAlkan (Elkany 1997 ) string similarity to match the person names identified from our pipeline to scientist names indexed from SCOPUS using a threshold of 0.99 after observing results from a few string comparison methods as shown in Table 3 . We were able to identify almost 2351 scientist names. In order to avert the disambiguation and linking the problem of differentiating between multiple scientists with the same name, we inspected only the research profiles with a unique surname and name combination similar to the study done by (Milojević 2013; Petersen and Penner 2014) . We then checked manually those names who actually published papers related to ''Avian Influenza''. Hence, we are left with a relatively small subset of 320 scientists within a specific topic and are free from the name disambiguation problem. The next step is to link the identified name of scientists from Spinn3r to the SCOPUS graph. The overall process is shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , the NewsItem is a node in a Spinn3r graph where a scientist is mentioned shown by a dotted line. The information about the identified scientist is in the SCOPUS graph. The Scientist is a node in a SCOPUS graph. We linked the scientists who are identified in a Spinn3r graph to SCOPUS Graph using hasMention relationship. In order to carry out this procedure, we issued a Neo4J Cypher 15 query which connects the Spinn3r graph web entries nodes to a SCOPUS graph scientist node through hasMention relationships. Consequently, we were able to link 320 scientists in our SCOPUS graph. 5. Graph dataset statistics The different types of nodes and relationship count is shown in Tables 4 and 5 in a connected Spinn3r/SCOPUS graph.
Finally, we constructed a graph with integrated bibliometrics and social media data using hasMention relationships. In this process, we linked 320 scientists mentioned in social media. In the next section, we will address the second research question about measuring the importance of those scientist mentioned in social media.
3.2 Can we measure the influence of scientists who are mentioned in blogs and mainstream news?
In order to answer this research question, we used the following methods:
1. Mention count The mention count of a scientist is the number of times the scientist was mentioned in social media. In other words, mention count is the indegree of the scientist node in a bipartite graph between the Web entry and the scientist node which hasMention relationship. 2. PageRank score We computed the PageRank (Page et al. 1999 ) score of all the blogs and mainstream news nodes in a hyperlink network. We summed all the PageRank of those web entry where the scientist mentioned. Thus the impact of a scientist based on PageRank Score is given by:
PR is the PageRank score of the web entry node and n is the total number of web entry where the scientist is mentioned. Figure 4 shows example of the higher PageRank and the lower PageRank impact of scientist mentioned in social media. 3. Authority score We computed the Authority Score using the HITS (hyperlink-induced topic search) authority algorithm (Kleinberg 1999 ) of all blogs and mainstream news in a hyperlink network. We summed all the Authority Score of those web entry where the scientist mentioned. Thus the impact of scientist based on Authority Score is given by:
A is the Authority score of the web entry node and n is the total number of web entry where scientist is mentioned. The citation relationship connects two scientific publications. This relationship is extracted using SCOPUS API
Author and Affiliation
These relationships between author, publications, and authors are extracted from SCOPUS API Figure 5 shows an example of the higher authority and lower authority scores impact of scientist mentioned in a social media. 4. Unweighted node count It is the total count of the, directly and indirectly, linked nodes in a maximal directed ego subgraph where the root node is the scientist and the other nodes are the web entries referred through the hyperlink relationships. The definition of Directed Ego-Centered Graph and Maximal Directed Ego Network is given as:
Definition 1 Directed ego-centered network For a graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ where V is the set of nodes and EVXV is a set of ordered pairs from V called the edges of the graph, the ego network of kth degree is given by G 
Katz centrality The Katz centrality (Katz 1953) is
applied to a maximal directed ego network of the web entry nodes in a hyperlink network where the scientist is mentioned. The combined score based on Katz Centrality score is given by:
The K is computed as follows: Fig. 3 Integration between Spinn3r and SCOPUS graph data K is the Katz Centrality of the web entry node in a maximal directed network and n is the total number of web entries where the scientist is mentioned. A is the adjacency matrix of the graph, a is the reciprocal of the eigenvalues of adjacency matrix A, d is the degree between node i and node j. Figure 8 demonstrates the computation of the Katz Centrality score of Scientist in a 3 hop network at attenuation parameter a = 0.5 6. Log-Based Weight This is the metric we propose to weight the nodes in a maximal directed ego network. Log-Based Weight is based on the information spreading ability of each node. If a scientist is mentioned in a subgraph of Hyperlink network then total influence of the scientist in that subgraph based on Log-Based Weight (lbw) is the cumulative sum of spreading ability of each node which is given by,
The rationale to use log is that for a very high indegree of the web entry nodes, the score will also be very high, so we dampened the score using logarithm, and to smooth the equation for becoming unstable we added 1. Figure 9 shows the computation of Log-Based Weight in three different network configurations. With respect to the first configurations, in Fig. 9a there is a direct mention link of scientist and for the second, Fig. 9b indicates a mention a b Fig. 4 PageRank score of scientist mention in social media b a Fig. 5 Authority score of scientist mention in social media along with indirect hyperlink. With respect to the third and final configuration in Fig. 9c there is a direct mention and a hyperlink relationship together.
Comparison of different metric with h-index for scientist mentioned in social media
We applied the metrics described above and computed the scores for 320 scientists. We performed a Spearman correlation (Bonett and Wright 2000) test between the computed metrics and the corresponding h-index of the scientist. The result of the correlation significance test is shown in Table 6 . The computed metrics are weakly correlated but statistically significant with respect to its h-index. The significant correlation infers that there is also a correlation in the population of a scientist with their social media score. This concludes to the fact that correlation from the sample of 320 scientist is not due to any random effect. Our results support the similar kind of claim by previous studies (Priem et al. 2012b; Waltman and Costas 2013; Zahedi et al. 2014; Thelwall et al. 2013 ) that citations and altmetrics are positive but weakly correlated. In comparison with other computed graph-based metrics in Table 6 , we observed Log-Based Weight (q = 0.45, p-value = 2.2e-16) and Katz Centrality (q = 0.42, p-value = 1.4e-14). Both have slightly better correlation in magnitude with the h-index. We performed pairwise correlation test between Log-Based Weight and Katz Centrality to compare their significance in correlation (Table 7) . This is a case of overlapping correlation problem because we compare both the metrics with the h-index. We observed that the Log-Based Weight with h-index (q = 0.45) and Katz Centrality with h-index (q = 0.41) have high correlation between Log-Based Weight and Katz Centrality (q = 0.90). We formulate the following hypothesis:
H o Null hypothesis There is no significant correlation difference between Log-Based Weight and Katz Centrality with h-index 
where q lbw is the correlation coefficient of Log-Based Weight and q kc correlation coefficient of Katz Centrality.
We performed the test proposed by Steiger (1980) called Steiger's Z-test which computes the statistical comparisons between correlation coefficients computed of the same populations. This test is implemented in comparing correlation cocor 16 package in the R statistical programming language.
The computed one-tailed test indicated that the p-value \0:05, which means the test fails to accept the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis that the correlation measured from Log-Based Weight is statistically significantly greater than the correlation measured from the Katz Centrality.
In the next step, we tried to answer our third research question, which is to evaluate computed graph-based metrics by predicting h-index.
4 Do the computed graph-based metrics predict academic impact?
To answer this research question we started with the following steps:
Building a prediction model
In the previous section, we discussed how to measure the impact of a scientist in social media using graph-based metrics. In this section, we will examine how these metrics can be used to predict the impact of the scientist in the academic world. In this respect, we performed two experiments, (i) one to predict the absolute h-index of a scientist taking the graph-based metrics as a predictor variable and (ii) and experiment to classify a scientist in different categories such as low cited, moderately cited, highly cited and very highly cited.
Regression model with single predictor
We performed the correlation among all the computed graph-based metrics of a scientist against their h-index. The result showed that Log-based weight has a high Spearman correlation of q = 0.45 with h-index in comparison with other graph-based metrics 6. We used this predictor variable to predict the h-index. The model can be viewed as:
where b is the regression coefficients and is the error term while predicting the dependent variable.
The descriptive statistics are shown in Table 8 : Regression analysis As shown in Fig. 10 for a unit change in h-index there is a 0.12 unit change in the LogBased Weight. Log-Based weight positively predicts the hindex (b = .12, p\0:05).
b is the regression coefficient and its value is positive and significant.
Prediction accuracy of model
We performed Leave One Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) to check the prediction error of the model (Kearns and Ron 1999) . This method is known as an exhaustive cross-validation method because it takes n-1 sets as a training set and performs the prediction in a single test set. The computed root mean square error (RMSE) of the model is 5.2. The RMSE is high so this model is not highly dependable. In the next step, we perform the Principal Component Analysis over all the computed graph-based metrics because these metrics are highly nonindependent.
Principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA converts the variable into linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. These components capture the highest variability in the data and are known as eigenvectors which can be used to predict the outcome variable (Jolliffe 2002 ). We applied PCA in our graphbased metrics and we found seven different components.
From Table 9 , it is shown that both Component 1 and Component 2 capture the 91 % of the variance and other component does not contribute as much variance. Similarly, the variance contribution from Component 3 onwards is relatively small and capture a small proportion of variability and are unimportant. We choose Component 1 and Component 2 and regress with the dependent variable h-index.
We validate the model using Leave One Out CrossValidation (LOOCV). The root mean squared error (RMSE) of the model is 4.19. The RMSE of both models is shown in Table 10 :
We observed from Table 10 that RMSE with the single predictor is 5.2 and with principal component predictor is 4.19. RMSE only reduced slightly from 5.2 to 4.19 but there is not so much difference in prediction accuracy of the model. In order to check the performance of our model, we compared our result with the baseline model.
Baseline model
To create a baseline model we took the mean of the dependent variable (h-index) from our training set. We used that score to compute baseline RMSE from the test data of our regression model. The result of the comparison is shown in Fig. 11 .
The RMSE scores of baseline model, linear regression model and principal component regression are 6.23, 5.2 and 4.19, respectively. Despite having low RMSE score, both linear regression and principal component regression model is predicting better than the baseline model. Although our both model performs better than the baseline model, the prediction accuracy is not high. One of the reasons for getting low prediction performance might be the nature of the dependent variable h-index. The higher h-index gets, the harder it is to increase (Egghe 2007) . This means even the graph-based influence score is higher, but the h-index is not increasing. In our next experiment, we try to predict the label of the scientists which are divided into different categories according to their h-index.
Classifying scientists by their current social presence
There can be four different possible combinations between the social and the academic world for any scientist. Each of the possible combinations is shown in Table 11 .
The scientists with (?,?) patterns are those who are active in the social and academic world and (?,-) patterns are those who are active in the social world, but passive in the academic world. Similarly, (-,?) patterns are those who are passive in the social world but active in the academic world and (-,-) patterns are those who are passive in both social and academic worlds. In our classification problem, we tried to predict which combinations are best supported.
We used five different features from the maximal directed ego network, namely depth of the graph, number of nodes, cosine similarity between citing and cited documents, number of mentions, Log-Based Weights of a scientist. The outcome variable is the category of the scientist. We categorized h-index into four categories using quartile distribution as shown in Table 12 . This is a supervised machine learning classification problem and we trained the model using a Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Categorization of scientists using h-index
The h-index of 320 scientists are divided using quartile distribution. We used each quartile as category, as seen in Table 12 4.1.7 Data splitting and training the model We split the data into training and test set. We took 75% data as training and 25 % data as the test set. SVM classification with the radial kernel is applied on the training data because our data were not linearly separable. We tuned the SVM parameter gamma(c) and cost(C) using tenfold cross-validation. Fig. 12. 
Discussion
The following observations are presented in Table 13 .
The algorithm with 66 % precision and 10 % recall classifies the scientist in the category of Very Highly Cited class and with 22 % precision and 65 % recall classifies the scientist in the category of Highly Cited class. Both of these classes are above the median value of h-index in our dataset. This means our model satisfactorily classifies the scientist who is active in both social and academic world and supports the (?,?) combination. Similarly, for predicting the rest of the class the algorithm has precision and recall less than 50 %. This means algorithm cannot convincingly classify the rest of the class.
Limitations
In this study, we measured the impact of the scientist who is mentioned in social media. From the result of our predictive modeling, we noticed poor F-score and RMSE measures. One reason for this might be the quality of the data. In this sample, we can assume the bias toward that scientist who is both visible in social media and academics. Not all the scientists are frequently mentioned in social media platforms. In that case, it is difficult to predict the academic impact of the scientist by only taking into social media features. This may be in the case with respect to false positives (high social media presence, low academic impact) and false negative (high academic impact, low social media presence). In the experiment presented, we only use social media feature, but including features related to academia such as a number of co-authors of a scientist, a number of publication in top venues or the scientist affiliation would have improved the performance ability of the classifier which we left as our future work.
Similarly, in our study, we presented the graph-based metric called Log-Based Weight. Currently, this metric measures the information spreading ability of each node in the maximal directed ego network of a scientist. In the case of the nodes that are one hop far from scientist node, one can assume to have a direct impact on it. While in the case of nodes which are k hops far away from scientist node, it is hard to infer the same level of influence. In our future work, we wanted to extend this metric to capture this effect. Finally, we plan to extend our graph-based centrality metrics to compute the other academic entities such as publications, venues and organizations/institutions from the heterogeneous graph. With the computed centrality metrics, we want to evaluate the metrics by predicting academic impact for other academic entities like citations for publications, impact factor for venues and mean citations scores for an organization.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we addressed each of our research goals as described in Sect. 3, by extending conventional citation graphs to heterogeneous graphs of different entities such as scientists, weblogs, and mainstream news. On a graph level, we integrate the social media data with the bibliometric data. We applied the standard graph-based centrality metrics to understand the influence of scientist mentioned in social media and later we use the computed centrality metrics and their maximal directed ego network to predict the impact of a scientist. Our work extends the current trend of Altmetrics, which studies and seeks to measure academic impact outside from nontraditional bibliometric sources of interest, by pushing the metric boundaries beyond mere count-based metrics. We achieved this by providing standard graph-based metrics for scientists which demonstrate comparable results to existing count-based approaches and demonstrate positive associations and moderate correlations to the standard bibliometric measures (h-index).
